一、 听力测验 10%（每题两分）

二、 字彙/慣用語選擇 30%（每题两分）

6. When the department store ran out of power, the emergency lights ______ immediately.
   (A) kicked out (B) kicked in (C) kicked off (D) kicked back

7. Juliana is _______ with a pile of work now because her company just received a large order.
   (A) rented (B) burdened (C) refused (D) denied

8. The shop _______ed that the special discount would last for more than three months.
   (A) tease (B) sweat (C) endanger (D) guarantee

9. When Gabriel _________ to Ariel, she froze and didn’t know what to do.
   (A) inspired (B) estimated (C) combined (D) proposed

10. Donnie is ________ on a new version of PS3 that his uncle gave him.
    (A) hooked (B) available (C) additional (D) potential

11. What matters _________ how you live your life. (A) are (B) has (C) being (D) is

12. The wind blows across the water, ________ waves to the river bank.
    (A) and sending (B) sent (C) sending (D) to send

13. Reviewing _________ you have learned _________ important.
    (A) that; is (B) what; is (C) which; are (D) who; are

14. ________ colorgenics, we are now beginning to understand what colors can do.
    (A) In addition to (B) Because (C) Except for (D) Thanks to

15. The collapse of the building ________ the earthquake.
    (A) led to (B) because of (C) resulted from (D) resulted in

16. Tom makes very few friends in class because he is always ________—he seldom talks to anyone.
    (A) as gentle as a lamb (B) as proud as a peacock (C) as poor as a church mouse (D) as quiet as a mouse

17. This building, _________, looked bigger and brighter. (以下何者答案最適當)
    (A) which swept (B) which was swept (C) being swept (D) having been swept

18. When the prince saw Cinderella, he wanted to know if she ________ a princess, and if she ________ to the palace before.
    (A) was, had come (B) is, comes (C) had been, came (D) was, came

19. Which of the underlined preposition is DIFFERENT?
    (A) The play was excellent! Those performance did make an impression on us.
    (B) Here are some tips that may help you get on the right track.
    (C) This is because teaching requires expressing what is on your mind.
    (D) Ken was in poor health, so the doctor told him to cut down on drinking.

20. Which sentence is INCORRECT?
    (A) The students are asked by the teacher to focus their attention on their studies.
    (B) The great poet’s name was taken as the name of a road in the city where he was born.
    (C) The beach party was very fun, so we were reluctant to leave at end.
    (D) Joes’ family is very poor, but it is not right to tease him about it.
三、综合测验 15%（每题一分）

All this happened when I was a freshman in high school. One day, my new classmate, Jason, walked home with a big backpack and a lot of books in his hands. I thought that he must be a nerd, because no student __21__ a good social life would take many books home for the weekend.

I followed Jason. Suddenly, a group of boys chased close behind him, knocked the books __22__ his hands, and pushed him to the ground. His glasses flew off, __23__ three meters away. He soon struggled to find his glasses.

I picked them up, helped him gather the books, and asked __24__ he was all right. __25__ our way home, we laughed and chatted along the way __26__ it was time we said good-bye to each other. We became best friends in no time.

Years later, we became seniors. He had turned himself __27__ a handsome and popular young man. He dated more girls than I __28__! At the graduation ceremony, he had to give a speech, and he told the story of the first day we met. I looked at him surprisingly. Then I saw his parents __29__ at me with a thankful smile. I soon realized how much I __30__ him that day.

21. ( ) (A) who having (B) had (C) who had (D) to have
22. ( ) (A) to (B) with (C) for (D) from
23. ( ) (A) landing (B) landed (C) to land (D) landing
24. ( ) (A) that (B) what (C) if (D) why
25. ( ) (A) At (B) In (C) On (D) With
26. ( ) (A) as (B) when (C) during (D) until
27. ( ) (A) in (B) into (C) off (D) on
28. ( ) (A) did (B) was (C) do (D) am
29. ( ) (A) to look (B) looking (C) looked (D) being looked
30. ( ) (A) help (B) was helping (C) had helped (D) helped

South Africa’s Kruger National Park is the world’s one of the largest national park. It covers nearly 19,000 square kilometers, which is almost __31__ the size of Taiwan. In fact, the park is home __32__ about 300,000 animals. Every year over one million tourists visit the park to experience nature in its wild environment.

Kruger Park is a safe and amazing place for people to enjoy the taste of wild Africa __33__ you don’t go wandering off alone. There are many animals hiding in the bushes. Don’t think about hunting these wild animals because the park is set up to protect them from human beings. What worse, the spread of __34__ has destroyed their natural habitats. Only by carefully protecting these animals __35__ them from vanishing completely.

31. ( ) (A) two-three (B) two-third (C) two-threes (D) two-thirds
32. ( ) (A) to (B) with (C) for (D) from
33. ( ) (A) in addition (B) as long as (C) needless to say (D) in other words
34. ( ) (A) expert (B) bacteria (C) agriculture (D) struggle
35. ( ) (A) we will keep (B) will we keep (C) we keep (D) keep we

四、文意选填 5%（每题一分）

36-40. 選項

| (A) souvenirs | (B) admission fee | (C) With | (D) entertainment | (E) galleries |

Iceland isn’t the only nation that encountered economic crises. __36__ the pound dropping, meals and hotels for visitors to London are almost half the price of what they were before. Enjoy the sightseeing tour by foot or take advantages of London’s economical Tube system and famous double-decker buses. For __37__, go see Broadway-quality plays for prices much cheaper than in New York. During the daytime, try treasure hunting in London’s street markets for cheap and unique __38__.

Sometimes the best things in life are on the house. Many art __39__ and museums in London don’t charge any __40__. Other free activities include a picnic in the beautiful Royal Parks and listening to stories or
Eating birthday cake at one’s birthday party has been a familiar tradition around the world. Besides, people all believe that in traditional practices blowing out birthday candles on the cake is able to blow away bad luck and bring fortune for the approaching year. In fact, this custom is said to be derived from the Greek.

In ancient Greek legend, people worshiped moon goddess Artemis, who is also a goddess of hunting. In honor of Artemis’ birthday, the Greeks annually prepared honey cakes with many lit candles as an indication of their special reverence. In the middle age, after a German baker invented cakes shaped in modern forms, gradually people adopted the same way to celebrate their own important events. They believed that these candles had mysterious power. If the birthday person made a wish then blew out all the candles inserted in the cake, then this person’s good wish will certainly be realized. So this activity has become a popular program at every birthday party, whether in children’s celebrations or adults’ ceremonies.

In fact, what we celebrate in the birthday is not only the joy of growth but also a memorial of Mother’s suffering. That is, the word birthday has “double” meanings. So do the birthday candles. Therefore, when we puff out the cake candles on the cake, we are supposed to keep gratitude in our mind.

41. ( ) What is the best title for this passage?
   (A) The History of Celebrating Artemis
   (B) The Origin of Birthday Cakes and Birthday Candles
   (C) A Magical Birthday in Ancient Greece
   (D) When West Meets Birthday

42. ( ) The word “approaching” in the first paragraph refers to ________.
   (A) past            (B) well-prepared
   (C) methodical      (D) upcoming

43. ( ) To know the history of birthday cake, we can learn from ________.
   (A) the celebration of goddess of sun
   (B) a baker in Greece
   (C) Greek mythology
   (D) Mother’s suffering

44. ( ) According to the passage, which of the following statements is NOT true?
   (A) Artemis is a goddess of hunting and goddess of moon
   (B) Blowing out the birthday candles may represent to wave away the bad luck.
   (C) Blowing out the birthday candles may stand for good luck.
   (D) Modern form of cake is created before the Middle Age.

45. ( ) According to the passage, what is the less possible answer for the “double” meanings of the birthday candles?
   (A) happiness and suffering
   (B) life and death
   (C) small and inexperience
   (D) gain and loss
六、 單字測驗 12%
46. ________ I showed my g_______ e to David for his help and treated him to dinner.
47. ________ Bob gave up an o_______ y to work in Paris and chose to stay in Taiwan.
48. ________ Smoking has a serious i_______ t on Tim’s health. It has made him very sick.
49. ________ Roses are common gifts on Valentine’s Day because of their a _______ n with love.
50. ________ From your short d_______ n, I can get a general idea of what your teacher looks like.

七、 句子改寫 8%
52. The woman who is waiting for a taxi looks tired. (關係子句省略成分詞)
_____________________________________________________________________
53. If you become more selfish, you will have fewer friends. (The more/er.., the more/er…)
_____________________________________________________________________
54. The mother asked her daughter, “Did you go out with Jim?” (Indirect speech)
_____________________________________________________________________
55. My teacher always has a lot to do. It seems that she is as busy as a bee. (改成 S+seem……)
_____________________________________________________________________

八、 翻譯填空 10%（每格一分）
56. 學生應該用功唸書。
   Students are ________ to study hard.
57. 我們經常把朋友的幫助視為理所當然。
   We usually ________ friend’s help for ________.
58. Jay 是個如此勤奮的學生，以致於每個老師都喜歡他。
   Jay is ______ a diligent student ______ every teacher likes him.
59. 我們不能穿自己的衣服上學。換言之，我們必須穿制服。
   We can’t wear our own clothes to school ________, we have to wear the uniform.
60. 當我讀著我母親寫給我的信，我開始逐漸明白她有多愛我。
   When I read the letter my mother wrote me, ______ ______ ______ me how much she loved me.